ABSTRACT Aims/Introduction: To assess the feasibility, convergent validity and sensitivity of four cardiovascular risk prediction functions in Chinese diabetic patients in the primary care setting. Materials and Methods: A cross-sectional study of 1,140 diabetic patients was carried out to compare four cardiovascular risk functions, which were respectively developed from the Framingham heart study, the USA-People's Republic of China Collaborative Study of Cardiovascular and Cardiopulmonary Epidemiology cohort (PRC), the United Kingdom Prospective Diabetes Study (UKPDS) and the Joint Asia Diabetes Evaluation program (JADE). Feasibility was assessed by the percentage of patients with complete data for risk prediction. Convergent validity was measured by Spearman's rank correlation, paired Wilcoxon signed-rank sum test and Bland-Altman plots. Effect size differences between clinical risk groups were used to assess the sensitivity. Results: Risk prediction was feasible by the Framingham, UKPDS and PRC risk functions in more than 98% patients, whereas just 74% of patients had complete data for the JADE function. The annual total coronary heart disease (CHD) risk predicted by the JADE and the UKPDS functions showed excellent agreement with no significant difference, and a correlation of 0.8048. The Framingham and the PRC functions predicted significantly lower CHD risk than those by the UKPDS and the JADE functions. The UKPDS and the Framingham functions were more sensitive in differentiating clinical risk groups. Conclusions: The UKPDS risk engine showed good feasibility, convergent validity and sensitivity in predicting CHD risk in Chinese diabetic patients. The JADE function showed excellent agreement with the UKPDS risk engine, but it was less feasible in the primary care setting.
INTRODUCTION
The prevalence of diabetes mellitus (DM) has increased markedly in the past few decades, and the trend will continue. According to the latest estimate by the International Diabetes Federation (IDF), at least 371 million people worldwide had diabetes mellitus by 2012 1 , and the number is expected to reach 439 million by 2030 2 . China has the largest number of diabetic patients, with approximately a quarter of the world's diabetic population being Chinese 1 . The prevalence of DM in Hong Kong Special Administrative Region, one of the most developed districts in China, is significantly higher than the average in China 3 . Cardiovascular diseases (CVD) are the leading causes of death in diabetic patients, and account for the largest proportion of diabetes care expenditure 4 . The National Cholesterol Education Program in the USA recommends that all diabetic patients should be managed as if they had coronary heart disease (CHD), and hence without the need for risk stratification 5 . However, observed CVD rates vary greatly among different diabetic patients 6 . Many international guidelines on diabetes management continue to take CVD risk stratification into account. For example, the guideline from the Canadian Diabetes Association sets the low-density lipoprotein cholesterol treatment goal as 70 mg/dL (1.8 mmol/L) for diabetic patients with a 10-year hard CHD risk higher than 20%, and 100 mg/dL (2.6 mmol/L) for patients with a 10-year hard CHD risk <10%
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. The American Diabetes Association recommends aspirin treatment for diabetic patients with a 10-year CVD risk >10% 8 . Statin treatment is recommended by the National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence for patients stratified to have a 10-year CVD risk >20%
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. Based on the concepts of risk stratification, risk-specified comprehensive diabetes management programs have been developed 10, 11 , showing significantly better clinical outcomes than usual care 12 .
Patients with diabetes mellitus require not only medication, but also behavior modification, self-management support, and long-term medical follow up in order to have optimal control of their diabetes while being able to continue to live in their society and maintain their quality of life. Primary care is well suited for providing this kind of diabetic care, because it is easily accessible and whole-person oriented. Most diabetic patients are managed exclusively in primary care in developed countries [12] [13] [14] . To enable cost-effective use of medical resources in the care of a large number of diabetic patients, the identification of high-risk patients for additional specialist and allied health professional care is required. Furthermore, a precise calculation of the absolute cardiovascular risk is also important in informing patients about their prognosis, and to evaluate the effectiveness of therapeutic interventions. Therefore, a validated and efficient cardiovascular risk prediction function should form the base of management of diabetes mellitus in primary care.
We reviewed the literature and identified four risk functions that can potentially be applicable to Chinese diabetic patients in the primary care setting. 19 . However, external validation in another Chinese cohort found the recalibrated Framingham function significantly overestimated the risk of CHD in both men and women 17 . The UKPDS risk engines for CHD and stroke were developed in a cohort of newly diagnosed diabetic patients 16, 22 . Caucasians are dominant in this cohort, and studies have shown that the UKPDS risk engines tend to overestimate the CHD risks in Chinese diabetic patients 18, 23 . To estimate cardiovascular risk for the Chinese population, researchers developed a prediction function for the 10-year ischemic cardiovascular (ICVD) risk in a cohort of 9,903 Chinese people (the USA-PRC Collaborative Study of Cardiovascular and Cardiopulmonary Epidemiology cohort), and this PRC function showed good external validity in another large Chinese cohort 17 . The PRC risk prediction function was developed in a general population sample in mainland China, but its validity for diabetic patients is unknown.
The Asia Diabetes Foundation launched the JADE program in 2006 to provide risk stratified and evidence-based care to diabetic patients in Asia. JADE provides a risk classification to guide clinical management of diabetic patients. This program also includes a series of 5-year cardiovascular risk functions developed from the database of the Hong Kong Diabetes Registry. The JADE CHD risk function shows more accurate prediction than the UKPDS in a Hong Kong diabetic population in the secondary care setting 18 . Theoretically, the JADE CHD risk prediction function should be the most valid and accurate for Chinese diabetic patients in Hong Kong. Its feasibility and validity in the primary care setting need to be confirmed.
In the present study, we aimed at evaluating the clinimetric performance of four cardiovascular risk functions, namely the Framingham 15 , the PRC 17 , the UKPDS 16 and the JADE 23 risk prediction functions (Table 1) in Chinese diabetic patients in the primary care setting. The objectives were to evaluate these four risk prediction functions in terms of their: (i) feasibility in estimating the cardiovascular risk of diabetic patients; (ii) convergent validity in terms of correlation, comparison of the predicted risks and Bland-Altman plots; and (iii) sensitivity to discriminate different risk groups defined by external clinical criteria.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants and Design
We used data obtained from the evaluation of the Multi-disciplinary Risk Assessment and Management Programme for patients with diabetes mellitus (RAMP-DM) of the Hospital Authority (HA) primary care clinics in Hong Kong. The details of RAMP-DM and the evaluation study were described in 607 another paper 24 . In brief, from August 2009 to March 2011, a total of 48,823 patients from 84,996 eligible diabetic patients were enrolled in the RAMP-DM program, in which they underwent a set of diabetic complication screenings. Based on their medical history and screening results, patients were stratified into very high-risk, high-risk, medium-risk and low-risk groups according to the JADE classification 25 . A total of 1,248 patients were randomly selected from the RAMP-DM participants for the evaluation of the effectiveness of the RAMP-DM and were the patients included in the present study. Demographic, clinical and biochemical data required by the four risk prediction functions were extracted from the computerized medical records of HA Clinical Management System. We used the cross-sectional data collected at enrolment into the RAMP-DM program as baseline data. Participants with known CVD were stratified into the very high-risk group, and these 108 very high-risk patients were excluded, as the four cardiovascular risk functions are intended for primary event prediction. A total of 1,140 participants were included in the final analysis.
The present study received ethics approval from the institutional review board of the University of Hong Kong/Hospital Authority Hong Kong East Cluster (HKEC-2010-093), Kowloon East and Kowloon Central Cluster (KC/KE-10-0210/ER-3), Kowloon West Cluster (KW/EX/10-317 (34-04)) and New Territories East Cluster (CRE-2010.543).
Feasibility
Feasibility is an indicator of whether the risk prediction function is applicable to routine practice in primary care. We measured feasibility by the proportion of the study sample with Age
ACR, albumin: creatinine ratio; CVD, cardiovascular disease; CHD, coronary heart disease; DM, diabetes mellitus; eGFR, estimated glomerular filtration rate; Framingham, the risk function developed from the Framingham heart study; HbA1c, glycated hemoglobin; HDL-C, high density lipid cholesterol; JADE, the risk function developed from the Joint Asia Diabetes Evaluation program; LDL-C, low density lipid cholesterol; MI, myocardial infarction; PRC, the risk function developed from USA-People's Republic of China Collaborative Study of Cardiovascular and Cardiopulmonary Epidemiology cohort; TC, total cholesterol; UKPDS, the risk engine developed from the United Kingdom Prospective Diabetes Study.
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J Diabetes Invest Vol. To assess the convergent validity among the four functions, we calculated the cardiovascular risks of the participants with complete data for all four risk prediction functions (n = 837) by each prediction function published in the literature [15] [16] [17] [18] . The PRC ICVD risk prediction tool is available in a simplified form in the published paper 17 , and we obtained the Cox proportional hazard ratio model from the authors for the risk calculation in our analysis.
The definitions of outcomes are not exactly the same among the four cardiovascular risk functions. The JADE function predicts the 5-year total CHD risk (myocardial infarction or ischemic heart disease and coronary death); the original Framingham function predicts the 10-year total CVD risk (coronary heart disease, cerebrovascular events, peripheral artery disease and heart failure), the UKPDS engine predicts the risk of 'hard' CHD events (fatal and non-fatal myocardial infarction, coronary death, and sudden death), whereas the PRC risk function estimates the risk of ICVD events (coronary heart disease and ischemic stroke). To make the outcomes comparable, we converted the original cardiovascular risk of each function to the total CHD risk. The CVD risk of the Framingham function was adjusted to the total CHD risk by multiplying a factor of 0.6086, which was found to match the observed CHD risk in the original study 15 . The UKPDS 'hard' CHD risk was converted to total CHD risk by age-category adjustment based on results from the Framingham study. Generally, the 10-year hard CHD risk is approximately one-third to five-sixths of that of the 10-year total CHD risk according to different age groups 26, 27 . We carried out the conversion by applying age-category ratios between hard CHD and total CHD to each participant. The ICVD risk of the PRC function was transformed to an equivalent total CHD risk using sex-specific incidence ratios observed in the cohort study (incidence ratios of ICVD to total CHD were 219:66 for men and 141:39 for women, respectively) 17 . The total CHD risk calculated by each prediction function was further converted to an average annual risk for direct comparison.
Sensitivity Effect size differences were used to assess the cardiovascular risk prediction functions' sensitivity to detect differences between groups of diabetic patients classified into the high-risk, medium-risk or low-risk group by the JADE classification 25 . Patients with existing CVD complications were classified by JADE as the very high-risk group, and they were excluded from the present study. We calculated both the original cardiovascular risks (risks directly predicted by risk functions) and the converted average annual CHD risks of patients in each group by each risk prediction function. We compared the risks between groups by Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney tests. Effect size differences were calculated as the mean difference in cardiovascular risk between risk groups divided by the standard deviation of the risk of all the patients. Effect size differences of 0.2, 0.5 and 0.8 are regarded as the thresholds of 'small', 'medium' and 'large' differences, respectively 28 . All data analyses were carried out using Stata 12 for Windows (StataCorp LP, College Station, TX, USA).
RESULTS
Patient Characteristics
The characteristics of the included patients, overall and by JADE risk groups, are shown in Table 2 . The mean age of the participants was 64 -11 years, with about equal sex distribution. A total of 84.47% patients were receiving antihypertensive treatment, and 38.18% and 10.71% patients were receiving antilipid drug treatment in the high and low risk groups, respectively. The prevalence of smoking was relatively low (10.53%), but 72.18% patients were overweight or obese (body mass index [BMI] ≥23 kg/m 2 ) according to the World Health Organization categories for Asian populations 29 . A total of 837 participants had complete data for risk prediction by all four functions. Compared with the total participants, these 837 patients had a higher percentage on antihypertensive treatment (90.44% vs 84.47%, P < 0.05).
Feasibility
Risk estimation by the Framingham, PRC and UKPDS risk functions was feasible in over 98% of participants in the present study ( Table 3) . The JADE risk function was feasible in just 73.7% participants.
Convergent Validity Correlation
The four risk functions showed a medium to strong correlation in predicting annual total CHD risks ( Table 4) . The Framingham function and PRC function had the strongest correlation in predicting annual total CHD risks (r = 0.8794, P < 0.001). Both the UKPDS engine and the Framingham function showed a strong correlation with other risk functions. The correlation between the JADE function and the PRC function was medium (r = 0.6840, P < 0.001). 
Comparison of Predicted Annual Total CHD Risks
The annual total CHD risk predicted by the UKPDS risk engine and the JADE function showed no significant difference with effect size differences of 0.08 (3.09% vs 2.96%, P = 0.13). The Framingham function predicted lower annual total CHD risks than those predicted by both the JADE function and UKPDS engine (2.52% vs 2.96%, 3.09%, respectively, P < 0.001). The PRC function predicted much lower annual total CHD risk, which was only about one-tenth of those predicted by the other functions. (Table 3) .
Bland-Altman Plots
We constructed Bland-Altman plots between the Framingham function, the JADE function and the UKPDS engine to explore the distribution of the differences in predicted annual total CHD risks. The Bland-Altman plots showed that the majority of differences in annual total CHD risks predicted by these three functions fell within narrow ranges (Framingham vs JADE, -1.95% to 2.84%; UKPDS vs JADE, -2.65% to 2.39%; Framingham vs UKPDS, -2.82% to 1.67%). The distributions of differences were all heteroscedatic, with a cone-shaped distribution indicating bigger variability among patients with higher total CHD risks ( Figure 1 ). We did not carry out the BlandAltman plots for PRC function compared with the other three functions, as the CHD risk predicted by the PRC function was so small, and the differences in estimated total CHD risks would be dominated by the total CHD risks predicted by the other risk functions.
Sensitivity Table 5 shows the original cardiovascular risks (part a) and converted annual total CHD risks (part b) of 837 patients stratified by high-, medium-and low-risk groups by the JADE classification. The cardiovascular risks predicted by the four functions showed a consistent trend with the JADE risk group classification. All four cardiovascular risk prediction functions showed significant differences in predicted cardiovascular risks between groups. Table 5 also shows the effect size differences between risk groups for the different functions in terms of the original cardiovascular risks and the converted annual total CHD. The UKPDS engine was the most sensitive in differentiating the high-from the medium-risk group. To differentiate the low-risk patients from the medium-or high-risk patients, the Framingham function was more sensitive than the other three functions with effect size differences of 0.72 and 1.10, respectively.
DISCUSSION
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study comparing the performance of four cardiovascular risk functions for Chinese diabetic patients in primary care. The significance of the present study is that it confirmed the applicability of all four cardiovascular risk functions for diabetic patients in primary care. Except for the JADE function, all could estimate the cardiovascular risk for more than 98% of the diabetic patients in primary care. Second, the differences in the annual total CHD risk predicted by JADE and UKPDS were not statistically significant, and the predicted risks showed a strong correlation with the differences falling into a small range. Although the Framingham function predicted lower CHD risk than JADE and UKPDS in Chinese diabetic patients, the UKPDS risk engine was more sensitive in discriminating high-risk patients. Compared with cardiovascular risk functions developed for general populations (the Framingham function and the PRC function), the diabetes-specific risk functions (the JADE function and UKPDS function) tend to include more diabetes-related risk factors, such as the duration of diabetes, and the level of glycated hemoglobin to enhance the validity and sensitivity of prediction. The inclusion of extra risk factors did not affect the feasibility of the UKPDS risk engine, and the present study confirmed that it had better sensititivity than the other three functions to discriminate between high-and medium-risk patients. In contrast, the inclusion of urine albumin creatinine ratio and estimated glomerular filtration rate made the JADE function less feasible without any demonstrable increase in sensitivity.
Both the UKPDS engine and the JADE function are specific to diabetic patients. The present study showed excellent convergent validity between them, with no significant difference in the estimated annual total CHD risks. Although the mean CHD risk predicted by the UKPDS engine was slightly higher than that of the JADE function, the Bland-Altman plots showed the differences were within a narrow range, especially for patients with lower than 3% annual CHD risk. Nevertheless, a study by Yang et al. 18 in a cohort of Hong Kong Chinese diabetic patients found that the UKPDS engine overestimated the risk of hard CHD, whereas the JADE function showed a good fit with the observed total CHD events. The research participants of Yang's study were diabetic patients from the public specialist outpatient clinic in one hospital, whereas our participants were a random sample from public primary care clinics in different regions of Hong Kong. The discrepancy in participant characteristics and different cardiovascular outcomes might be explanations for the inconsistent findings with the UKPDS engine between the present study and Yang's study.
The present study found that the annual total CHD risk predicted by the 2008 Framingham function was significantly lower than that predicted by the JADE function and UKPDS engine in Chinese diabetic patients. A cohort study in Taiwan also showed that the 2008 Framingham function overestimated the cardiovascular risk compared with the risk prediction model developed from Taiwanese data 21 . The 2008 Framingham function might underestimate the cardiovascular risk of diabetic patients, as it was developed from a general population with just 7% diabetic patients. Other studies have also found that the Framingham functions tended to underestimate the CHD risk for diabetic patients compared with observed events [30] [31] [32] or the risk predicted by the UKPDS engines 33, 34 . Current evidence shows that the CHD risk of patients with diabetes is two-to fourfold higher than that of non-diabetic patients 35, 36 . Although the 2008 Framingham function includes diabetes as a risk (Table 5 ).
The PCR function predicted a much lower CHD risk than the other three risk functions, including the JADE function. The discrepancy could not be explained by differences in ethnicity or case disparities. Another study also raised doubts about the accuracy of the low cardiovascular risk predicted by the PRC function. It was found that more than 80% of 461,157 study participants in mainland China had a low (<0.5% per year) risk for ICVD and, in a group of 19,830 middle-aged diabetic patients, just 5.5% were stratified into the high-risk group (≥1.2% per year) 37 . We were aware that a point-based, simplified evaluation chart could reduce the discriminative ability, so we sought the Cox proportional hazard ratio function of the PRC function from the authors, but the PRC function still showed poorer sensitivity to discriminate between risk groups.
There were several limitations in the present study. First, we included patients whose age fell beyond the age ranges of the original studies of the four risk functions, which might affect the validity of the prediction. Second, we converted the hard CHD risk predicted by the UKPDS risk engine and ICVD risk predicted by the PRC function to an annual total CHD risk for direct comparison, which could affect the results on risk comparison. Third, the participants in the present study were selected from a multidisciplinary management program (RAMP-DM), which included comprehensive risk factors and complication assessment of all enrolled patients, which might have overestimated the feasibility of the risk prediction fucntions. For diabetic patients under usual primary care, there could be more missing data for some of the variables, such as urine albumin creatinine ratio, which might not be routinely measured. The generalizability could improve with an international trend to implement comprehensive diabtetes management strategies, including cardiovascular and renal risk assessment and stratification [8] [9] [10] 38 .
In conclusion, All four cardiovascular risk functions (the Framingham, PRC, UKPDS and JADE) are valid and sensitive for Chinese diabetic patients in primary care. There were significant differences in the absolute risk prediction between some functions. The present study suggested that the UKPDS risk engine might be the most useful cardiovascular risk prediction tool for Chinese diabetic patients in primary care, taking into account feasibility, convergent validity and sensitivity. The Framingham and PRC function might underestimate the cardiovascular risks in Chinese diabetic patients. The present study cannot conclude which risk function is the most accurate for Chinese diabetic patients, which will need to be evaluated by a longitudinal study on the development of cardiovascular events in a cohort of Chinese diabetic patients over at least 5 years.
